Nov 27, KISS Meeting Minutes
Regrets: Deanna, Josh
Check in: If you were in a horror movie, how would you die?
-

James: dismembered one limb at a time
Janna: be the killer, look like I’m dead but not
Vanessa: I would never die, I would be the one person who lives
Chloe: First person who disappears and you just never know what happened to me
Katrien: Horribly lost, or get into a fight with a lot of zombies for minimal reasons
Karissa: I never tie my shoes, so I would be running away and trip and get killed by what was
chasing me
Jordan: Shoot myself by accident and die from infection
Aubrey: Read aloud Latin and unleash a curse on myself and die
Kaitlyn: Chainsaw in half or something
Meagan: Run into the basement and get killed
Shania: Running, trip, get caught
Matt: I would be making comments about our intelligence then get hit by spikes in the wall
Dana: Inhabited by a ghost, and the ghost would kill me, but the ghost would be me
Monica: fall to notice obvious trap and die
Jasmine: Shower stab
Katrina: Self-inflicted somehow, tripping, driving a car and crashing, something
Sally: Random blade comes out of nowhere and chops my head off
Samir: Heroic move to save everyone, but then everyone dies anyway

ESS Update:
-

Prom happened, it was a good time, and there were sandwiches
Next week in the ESS office, Mon-Fri, a swag sale of leftover swag from previous years, banana
guards and cloth bags, money will go towards something to benefit students

KISS Events Update:
-

-

Mel’s Dinner is Sunday
o Probably just meet there for 7, Monica will be around if you want to meet up with her
before hand
Dec 12 finalized date for mid-exam de-stress potluck

KISS AGM:
-

AGM Feedback:
o Google form: going to print and hand out
 Going to add a part for email to win $10 tims card for database
o Sally is going over slides to see if people did them

o
o

 All slides are done, and it is ready to go for next week
We’re going to talk about what we did on the slides for like less than 2 minutes
Dana – future social media contests for next term
 No one is super against it
 Will discuss it more next term

KISS Appreciation:
-

Next week after the AGM
Not ice cream
But there will be snacks, can stay and hang out, or leave
Any requests for appreciation?
o Probably bulkbarn
 Pretzels
 Gummies
 Candy fruit salad?

Miscellaneous:
-

-

Spirit wear has been ordered
o Quarter zips won’t be in until January
o T-shirts should be here in 2-2.5 weeks
 Sally will help hand them out
 Katrien said that she can help as well
#sundaefunday for hashtag of the week

